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ervice is the rent we give for the space we occupy in this world—are you even with the landlord—J. Stanley Durkee '97
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Democrats and G.O.I'.
Revise Their Geography

Reporters Present
lil iMfl.1111 With Dice

X.

THOMAS

MUSGRAVE

SCORELESS TIE WITH BOWDOIN Large Attendance STUDENT'S DOUBLE ISSUE NEXT
MEANS BATES HAS NO CHANCE
yD
^l
v S WEEK WILL SET PRECEDENT
TO SHAREJN SEJUESJIONORS
Drab Punting- Duel Is Disappointment To Fans- Back-To-Bates Week
Rival Lines Divide Honors On Even
End Closes With
_Terms In Close Contest
Dance

Americans Defend
((in- Money Worship

X

After Democrats Won

STONE OUTSTANDING
Long Run by Hubb-ard
Is Feature Of
Contest

MAINE. The greatest State in the
country! The greatest State in
any country!
The greatest
By VINCENT BELLEAU
State in the world!
Gloriously
situated in the northeast portion of
1
STATISTICS OF THE GAME
our glorious nation . Bounded on the
north by Canada:
on the east by
Bates Eowdoin
Yds.
gained
rushing .... 119
124
Happiness; on the south by oceans Yds. lost rushing
28
49
of joy. and on the west by the First downs
6
2
d.lighted cheers of the Democrats. By rushing ...".".','""
3
By pass
!
1
The climate is most salubrious, By
penalty
0
1
healthy, inspiring and sopping wet. Passes attempted
4
s
1
Population, 118.958 souls and some Passes completed
1
gained passes
\Q
14
Republicans. It is a most fertile Yds.
Incompletcd
2
1
everything growing to im- Intercepted
'.'.'.
X
1
.469
mense size, especially
Democratic Punts--yardage
553
per punt
31
33
election majorities. State flower, the Averaje
Yds. lost penalties ...
40
26
Forget-Me-Not. State motto. "Re- Fumbles
".
4
1
0
member the Maine vote." State slo- Held for downs by ....
1
gan, "Do with Might and Maine."
While the Bates football players
Ah. little children, nothing reMaines to be said. And now that played defensive football and waitlikker is coming back, let us pipe ed for the breaks the Fates thought
nil hands on deck and splice the things over and developed a grudge
against Morey and his men, with the
Maine brace.
result that said breaks did
not
Republicans Take I<oss Hard
and Bowdoin went back home
Maine. A bleak, cold country in the! come,
northeast corner of the United States with a scoreless tie to its credit. As
of America, somewhere near Labra-, a result, the Garnet now has no
dor. Discovered hy Leif Ericson, who chance to share state series honors.
Going against all pre-game prewas so disgusted with Maine after dictions
which had picked Bates as
living there a couple of weeks that I the winner, the game was a drab
he decided to go back to Norway and I
of punting by Pricher and
forget about discovering America. | exhibition
the Bowdoin kickers, Richardson and
Inhabited by woodticks, Indians, Hubbard. The latter pulled the day's
- mall mouth black bass, porcupines, feature by escaping the clutches of
wolves, lumberjacks, rock scorpions. the Bates tacklers in the third
: vlfish
and
Democrats.
State period and gaining forty yards on an
flower, the poison ivy. State motto, end run from his own twenty yard
"Thieeo
Issa
Helluva
Placeo." line. He was finally brought down by
Principal occupations, sitting in front Valicenti, Bates safety man, who
ol the village store, clam digging saved the day for the Bobcat.
and manufacture of antique hooked
Time and time again, both Bates
rues, and squirrel whisky. Climate,
formerly bone dry. now soaking wet. and Bowdoin. after two or possibly
The State originally belonged to the three jabs at the opposing line,
Indians, from whom it was bought interspersed with an occasional pass,
by the first white settlers for a dollar resorted to punting out of danger.
and seventy-five cents in cash and Pricher's boots averaged 31 yards,
nine strings of 'glass beads. The first though some of them covered nearly
settlors' were- cheated. The name twice that distance.
In the third quarter, he placed one
"Maine" Is from the Indian word
"Meijeine" meaning a pain in the within an inch of the Bowdoin goal
line, out of bounds, forcing Bowdoin
neck.
to play form behind its own goal
A parasitical aristocracy of Eu- line, from which place Richardson
rope, slightly decayed but still kicked to mid-field.
Stone Outstanding
disinclined to go to work, likes
to sneer at what it calls our worship
The line for which the Bates team
of the dollar—of money success. It has become famous since its second
completely misses the point. Bruce | game, against Yale, had to divide
Barton's firm, an advertising one. to the honors on even terms with the
be sure called Batten, Barton, Dur- men from Brunswick, Stone of Bates
utine and Osborn in its book "The showing above anybody else's play.
Wedge" explains.
Oilman, star Bates guard, was in
"The underlying reason for the the infirmary before the game with
tremendous commercial and industri- an attack of acute indigestion, and
al activity in this country is that we Taylor, another Sophomore, started
have conceived
and are
working in his place.
Brud King,
injured
towards an ideal of decent, pleasant since the Arnold game, was back in
living, 'not for a decadent few, but the battle Saturday, and did fairly
for all. We are nearing the goal of well considering the loss of so many
twenty-five million homes with bath- weeks' practice.
rooms, good beds, substantial furniNovelty Pass
ture, electricity and gas, radio,
A novelty pass. King to Valicenti.
labor-saving automatic refrigerators
everybody.
Valicenti,
and heateds, well-stocked pantries, surprised
good cars, flower beds, and lawns. scarcely moving from his position
We have ribboned the country with behind the center, waited for the
magnificent roads. Billions have gone pass unsuspected: taking the ball, an
into splendid schools and colleges. eight yard forward, he epinnered
We have more hospitals than palaces. through between the center and the
Europe worships an inglorious past guard for a gain of ten yards.
Richardson, Bowdoin star, was
and
we are creating a glorious
future. Because this titanic churning stopped very effectively by Bates,
being
thrown for losses more than
of a great people to live in comfort
and happiness throws off a scum of once. Picked by many to rival Prigamblers, racketeers, bootleggers, cher for ground gaining honors for
hijackers and peanut politicians, it the day, the Bowdoin man found the
does not mean that business is venal Bates line Inpenetrable.
or crooked.
Business is just another name for
civilization."
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Continued on Page 3 Col. 3

Wilmot, Hanley
New Members of
Geologic Society
First Time Bates Men
So Honored By A
State Society
Edward Wilmot
'33 and John
Hanley '34, student assistants
in
the Geology Department at Bates
were elected members of the Maine
Mineralogic Society at its meeeting
at Colby last Friday evening.
Dr. Perkins gave an interesting
talk on crystallography and illustrated his talk
with models
of
crystals and with minerals having
a specific crystal habit. His talk was
very interesting although
his approach to the subject differed from
that used by Dr. Fisher here.
This was the first indoor meeting
of the year and was very well attended. Among
those who
were
present were the acting state geologist, Professor Clark of Maine, Mr.
Keith of Auburn, some Colby students, and many members from
Portland.
A luncheon was served by Mrs.
Perkins and some of the Colby coeds. It was very appetizing and was
enjoyed by all those present. This
is the first time Bates men
have
been honored by such an election
into a state society.

Smoking Rule
Announced for
Junior Cabaret
Reservations for Junior Cabaret,
which will be held at Chase Hail,
Saturday, November 19, went on
sale yesterday. They may be obtained from Sumner Raymond at 22
West Parker Hall between 2 and 3
in the afternoon, and after 9 o'clock
at night. The attendance will be
limited to eighty couples this year,
to cut down the congestion of former years. The demand for tables is
so great, the committee suggests
that reservations be made early.
A new ruling forbids smoking on
the first floor .the dance floor, al
Chase Hall. The committee is cooperating with the administration
and has announced there is to be
no smoking at the Junior Cabaret,
because of the danger with inflammable decorations, out of fairness to
co-eds who are permanently restricted from smoking, and in order
to comply with the Chase Hall rule.
Eugene Ashton of
Lewiston.
chairman of the Cabaret
and his
committee, Patricia Abbott, Columbia; Verna Brackett, Canton, Mass.;
Jere Moynihan, Portland: and Sumner Raymond, Ipswich. Mass., have
nearly completed their plans to
make this affair one of the best in
Bates history. The next Student will
contain details of the decorations,
orchestra, chaperones, and the entertainment.

DAVE MOREY RENEWS CONTRACT
TO COACH THREE MORE YEARS

NEWSPAPER reporters covering
the doings of the league of
Nations at .Geneva presented
the league with a pair of dice with
which to settle international questions. Sir Eric Drummond, secretarygeneral of the league, accepted the
gift,
according
to
the
Boston
Travelar.
The public knows little of the
real newspaper reporter. He is not
the man of the movies or of fiction.
Coach Dave Morey. the "miracle
He does not swagger. He is not man" of New England football
usually a wise-cracker. But i6 he circles for four successive seasons,
sm«4! He interviews the great and has agreed to cast his lot with Bates
the near great and is able to com- for another three years, according to
pare one with the other. His personal the announcement made by Pres
view of the truly great would Gray in the Back-to-Bates Night
astonish some notables who think program last Friday night The large
they are great. The reporter sees gathering of .more than 400 students
through the glamour that surrounds alumni and friends came to its rest
world leaders and considers only the as a man In a tremendous ovation
facts.
,
responding to the announcement
"So it is with international con- which came as a climax to an eveferences of delegates, chancellors, ning, replete with fun, entertainpremiers and prime ministers. Hie, ment and thrills. When the cheers
reporters at Geneva have seen the and applause had finally subsided, a
hair-splitting and side-stepping of,
similar tribute was paid to Coacn
the nations' representatives. They, Buck Spinks, as the good news conhave listened to the arguments
| tinued with the statement that be too
The Travelar continues,
And, would continue his duties as Morey s
graphically these wise newsmen show, | right hand man.
'
the way out. Shoot dice to see wnicn
Coach iMorey said in response to
side is right! The presentation is not the announcement,
that he was,
merely an impish gesture. It ■» * happy at the renewal of his contract;
spectacular arrow shot at tbe exact; that his associations at Bates with
Iruth. It shows that differences in. the faculty, undergraduates and his
points of view are, at bottom, some-| teams bad been a rich and happy
times trivial and could be adjusted i three years;
and that he looked
quickly by a timely use of galloping: forward, with pleasure to three.
dominoes. Wars have been fought
and millions of persons slain over.
Other prominent features of the
questions that might well have been( evening were speeches by various
settled by a flip of a coin' or the. alumni and faculty members. Allan"
toss o* spotted cubes."
'

Announcement Made By Pres. Gray Before 400
At Back-to-Bates Night Friday—Keany,
Alumni President.. Weatherbee Speaks
J. Keaney '16 of New York, president of the Alumni Association, and
Stanley C. Lary '99. vice-president,
both spoke as representatives of the
less recent, though none the less
enthusiastic graduates. The faculty
was well represented by Pres. Gray,
Harry W. Rowe, '12 Brooks Qnimby,
'18 and Coaches Morey and Spinks,
while Rand Weatherbee '32 capably
rebutted introductory remarks and
insisted that he was present as a
representative of the forgotten men.
Dr. Gray, in his concluding speech,
capped the climax of the occasion,
with the announcement that Coach
Morey had renewed his contract for
three more years and that he hoped
it would lengthen to thirty years,
making Dave Morey a second Old
Man Stagg. President Gray al60 said
that
Bates had
received
more
splendid publicity through the renown of her Morey coached teams
than from any other source. The
scope of the publicity received from
the Yale game alone, as Dr. Gray
pointed out, included not only all of
the leading newspapers in the country, but also the Paris Edition of the
Chicago Tribune.
Continued on Page 3 Col. 7

The Back-to-Bates week-end was
appropriately ended last Saturday
evening with the annual
Varsity
club dance, held in the Alumni
Gymnasium. A capacity crowd, including many alumni, attended. The
Bobcats supplied the music.
The committee in charge of arrangements for the dance included
the following members of the Varsity club: Arnold Adams '33, Donald Smith '34, and Sumner Raymond '34. Credit is due them for
their management of the affair.
The guests of the evening were
President and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe, Mr.
and
Mrs. Norman Ross, Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Cutts, and Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Wilkins were chaperones.
/Something
new in
decorations
was the array of American flags of
varying shapes and sizes .along the
walls of the balcony. Bates banners
and a trellis of leaves and flowers
were also u<ed.
It was estimated
that approximately 575 people
attended
the
function of Whom about 150 were
alumni. Bowdpin men were present
ulso. Many
of the football
men
were present.
The success of the dance was
due, in a large extent, to the orchestra, which consisted of twelve
pieces, under the direction of Tom
Gormley '33.

FOR COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS
Election Edition Carrying- Latest Local
Honorary Debate Special
Returns In Addition To Regular Paper
Same Day Never Attempted
Society Honors
EXTRA ON CAMPUS
AT SEVEN O'CLOCK
Four of Varsity Dr. Lloyd Fisher
and State Returns
Selections Based On Repeats Lecture National
Available Copies
Merit Of Varsity
Limited
Given at Bates
Debating Work
Following the business meeting
of Delta Sigma Rho, Saturday evening, Oct. 29, the following were
elected to membership:
Helen E.
Hamlin, Sanford. Rebecca W. Carter,
Bethel, Lionel A. Lemieux,
Augusta and Eva E. Sonstroem,
Bristol, Conn. All four students,
seniors, have been exceptionally
active for the past three years.
Members of this national honorary
forensic society
are admitted
on [
merit of work done on the varsity
debating team.
The
meeting
was opened by i
Charles Lord of Bridgton Academy, j
Elections were made following the'
business meeting. This chapter of
Delta Sigma Rho, here at Bates, is.
the only one in Maine. Of even more
significance, however, is the fact j
that Prof. Quimby is the National!
Vice-President.

BATES, MT. ALLISON DEBATE
MODERN ADVERTISING SYSTEM
Chapel Audience Of 500 People Hear Spirited
Arguments Of Both Sides In Only
International Debate Of Year
"Nothing in the whole gamut of further rebuttal,
makes human
human emotions is too noble or too needs of all goods desired by manbase to be dragged out and convert- kind, even those
that advertising
ed into fu!u doTfars for fhc"naVor- makes them desire.
tiser," declared Frank Murray '34,
Economic Laws nnd Advertising
first affirmative speaker in the inThe Affirmative, in meeting the
ternational debate Wednesday evening on the proposition, "Resolved Negative stand, pointed out that
—That Most Advertising Tends to economic laws and generalities are
workable.
Advertised
be Detrimental to the Best Interests I not always
jf the General Public". This debate | soap costs twice as much as the
marked the second occasion on same product not advertised. Furrestrictions
mean
which Bates had debated Mt. Alli- thermore legal
son University of New Brunswick, little since recognised mistatements
the recognized leader in the field j cannot be proven for the satisfacor debating among the Canadian tion of legal hearings. In regard to
the support of newspapers by adver?olleges and universities.
tising ,the affirmative pointed out
IlaU's Has Affirmative
that in selling its advertising space
In one of the most Interesting the newspaper often sells its freeind alert discussions which inter- dom of speech. Government control
national debate circles have witness- of radio in England itself was
ed in the last few years, the Bates flaunted before the
Canadians as
iffirmative team, composed of Lion- evidence of the existence of radio
il Lemieux '33 and Frank Murray, without the support of advertising.
'34, attacked present-day advertis- j
Both teams united in derision of
ing as for the most part false, mis-1 the
catch-phrase^
advertisements
ieadin.'!, emotional in its appeal, and i common to modern mouth washes,
confined largely to non-essentials; I cigarettes, and toilet soaps. LifeMt. Allison, whose speakers were buoy's'
B. O.,
Lydia
Pink ham's
Brnest Weeks and Joseph Berridge, I cure-all, and all fifty-seven varieties
In behalf of the negative, returned of toothpaste came in for their
•is vigorous a defense of the princi-; share of ridicule.
Frank
Murray,
pie of adversitsing and pointed out mourning over the lost innocence of
that advertising is integral in our! the American landscape, spoke eloeconomic structure. It leads to, and quently of that "love-sick bovine
tends to lower the cost of produc-l who found 'her hero' in Bull Durtion. forces the maintainance of I ham's bull". Hair-restorer alone esquality, has a regulating control onj caped the piquant darts of sarcasm,
business, and finally, is considered ! to the outspoken relief of the chairnot detrimental but beneficial in I man of the debate, Pres. C. D. Gray.
effect by eminent authorities.
Sj>eaker.s All Experienced
The Affirmative, in its condemna-1
Frank Murray, whose speaking
tion of the advertising system, I
charged overproduction to the false ability is well known, is the most
expectations aroused
by compre-. experienced debater now on campus.
hensive balyhoo. The market crash Although this was Lemieux's first
in 1929 was likened to a balloon 1| major debate, he has been promstuffed to the bursting point with inent in debating circles for the
the hot air of propaganda for the past three years. Both of the Mt.
Inflation of true values. Next,' Allison representatives are expepseudo-scientific advertising was put' rienced speakers and are outstand'on the spot', and glaring examples ing leaders on their own campus, iu
of the distortion of scientific data the fields of journalism, dramatics,
for the purposes of duping the and philosophy as well as that of
public cited. The widespread barter debating.
and sale of personal testimonials for
Attendance at the debate was
advertising use was decried as crim- about five hundred, the second ininally deceptive.
Finally attention dication this year of unusual interwas called to the contention that est in debating, both amongst those
the cost of advertising mounts in of the college group, and those of
direct ratio to the ever-increasing Lewiston and surrounding vicinity.
sales-resistance of the now suspiTheodore I. Seamon '34 was mancious public.
ager of the debate.
Benefits of Advertising
The Negative cited
both
the
Newspaper and the Radio as positive
evidence of the value of advertising. To newspaper advertising, on
which advertising depends for existence, can be attributed indirectly
the value and benefits of the newspaper in modern society.
So, too,
the radio advertising .despite
its
far-flung condemnation by 'prophet,
priest, and king—and debaters',
can be largely accredited with the
"Ma Black was out in the world
social benefits of radio. Final stress but one month", said Miss Ruth
was laid upon the educational bene- Seabury in chapel last Monday, "but
fits of advertising. It has been one in that month she acquired a college
of the outstanding factors in break- education." She was just a little old
ing through the natural inertia of lady. Miss Seabury went on to expeople and making room for new plain, and she only kept a camel inn
inventions and ideas.
in the wilds of northern China, but
In refutation the Negative called in that short month of contact with
the Affirmative to task for consider- the
friendly surroundings of a
ation of advertising as apparent small Chinese hospital.
Ma Black
solely in America. The 'printer's ink learned how to serve humanity.
law and statute' was advanced as a
Miss Seabury, who is Educational
restrictive factor preventing undue Secretary of the American Board of
misrepresentation. The standard of
living, contended the Negative In
Continued on Page S Col. 2

College Course
In Month Says
Chapel Speaker

Duplicating the special service of
Dr. W. L. Fisher addressed the two local newspapers for their readPortland Society of Natural Histo-1 ers the day after election, next week,
ry on the subject of "The Geologic
Processes of Maine"
last Tuesday the Bates Student will offer the
night. His address was delivered to campus an extra issue Wednesday
the society at its rooms at 22] morning containing the election reElm Street in Portland.
turn,! approximately eleven hours
A very large audience attended
and were interested with the dis-: after the polls close. The extra will
cussion from start to finish. The | be circulated on campus shortly
talk compared the scenery of Maine after seven o'clock and before the
with that of the West. Comparisons fi.st ciaes. The regular Wednesday
were made
between
the natural edition will be out early that afterscenery of Maine and that of such noon.
national beauty spots as the YellowAn extra 6uch as this proposed by
stone and the Grand Canyon of the
the college publication is unique with
Colorado.
undergraduate weeklies. So far as
Dr. Fisher interested his audience records are available and investigaby his disclosures concerning
the j tions of other papers have discovered
effects of the period of glaciation j an extra and the regular edition on
that occured in Maine during the \ the same day have never been atPleistocene period.
This period is' tempted ibefore this time.
responsible for the mountains, lakes
The college's morning paper will
and rolling scenery of Maine.
contain the most complete newspaper
The lecture was illustrated by aj returns available locally until noon,
remarkable slide collection showing since the Student goes to press a
photographically the
beauty
of I few hours after the English and
Maine and also that of the West. French morning extras, but early
This collection has been gathered enough for the campus undergraduby Dr. Fisher alone and is very ates. The Student will contain the
complete.
national
returns by states
for
It may be remembered on the Hoover. Roosevelt, and Thomas. The
campus that this was the same lec- service will include, also, state reture given by the courtesy of Dr. turns of those states
which
are
Fisher before the Jordan Scientific represented on campus as far as this
Society last spring. So interesting is is possible. The New England states.
the delivery of this somewhat scien- New York, and New Jersey, will be
tific address .that it held the atten- included. These figures are made
tion of both the scientific group and pocslble by the co-operation of Le
SfoteaC— i—-Lewirttoww F.reneh «*«««•"
the layman audience at Portland.
paper which has the only 'Morse
telegraph line to the Twin Cities.
The copies of this issue will be
limited and circumstances permit
regular circulation only on campus.
This issue will be free and outside
the regular subscription rate.
All
the men and women's dormitories
will be included, but the Student'3
resources do not permit more than
one free copy to a college room.
Copies at five cents each, however,
The freshmen
women of Chase can be obtained by those of the
house and those who live in town faculty who are interested in the
were entertained Tuesday November latest returns before the first class
1, at a model cabin party at Thorn- on campus and those students who
crag. This was the third cabin party wish to keep a copy of this 'unique
given by the Outing Club to intro- issue for a scrapbook.
duce the freshmen girls to the cabSpecial copies will be delivered to
ins, and to give them ideas how to those faculty members and students
conduct cabin parties of their own.
who make arrangements with A. J.
Deborah Thompson '33 was in Latham Jr. the Business Manager, at
charge of the outing. She was as- 4490 or 83364, to the former at their
sisted by Lucille Jack '33 and Nor- classrooms and to the latter at their
ma Hinds '33 who were in charge dormitory rooms. Off-campus men
of the refreshments. Ruth Benham and women can obtain copies in the
'33 led the games and entertain- same way at the Publishing Office
Chase Hall
after 7:15.
The
ment. After the picnic supper the at
girls spent the evening playing special issue will be mailed to
Alumni
free
on
application.
games and singing songs.
The Chase House women
who
were: Isaphene Dolloff, Ruth Drake, Rutledge '34 Sings Thurs.
Marjorie Fairbanks, Dorothy Hoyte,
Marguerite Hulbert, Dorothy Shieds,
Robert Rutledge '34, a baritone
Muriel Underwood,
Janet Walker, will be the soloist at the annual
Ruth Webber, Elinor Weiler, Doro- Gentleman's Night banquet of the
thy Wheeler,
Anna Wiggiiv,
and Women's Literary Union at Pine
Ruth White.
The town girls who Street Congregational Church Thursattended were: Edith Jordon, Fran- day. Immediately after dinner the
cis Linnehan, Barbara Moody, and guests will leave to attend the Yeats
Lucy Moyes.
lecture in the chapel.

Third Party For
Freshmen Women
Held Yesterday

YEATS SPEAKS TO-MORROW
IN FIRST CHASE LECTURE
Outstanding- Irish Poet And dramatist To
Speak On "The Irish Literary Renaissance"—Is Nobel Prize Winner
An unusual opportunity will be
presented to the students of Bates
colege and local people of literary
interests when William Butler Yeats,
Irish poet and dramatist lectures in
Bates chapel, Thursday evening,
Nov. 3. The subject chosen by the
writer is "The Irish Literary Renaissance", a movement in which he
has been a prominent figure. This
lecture will be presented under the
combined auspices of the Women's
Thirteen members of the Bate3
Literary Union of Lewiston and faculty attended the Annual meetAuburn
and
the Bates college ing of the Maine's teachers' associaGeorge Colby Chase lecture fund.
tion at Bangor, Oct. 26, 27, 28, to
William Butler Yeats is outstand- hear the marvelous voice of Roland
ing in the field of modern literature, Hayes, the thoughtful eloquence of
Rabbi Wise, and to take part in derepresenting the renaissance movepartmental sessions for the discusment in recent Irish
poetry and sion
of educational problems.
drama. He was instrumental in the
Charles E. Lord, a Bates gradutounding of tlrp Irish National
Theater in the last part of the nine- ate ,was president of the 1932 assoteenth century, and received the ciation, which indicates that Bates
Nobel Prize in 1923 for his play, was well represented at the conven"The Countess1 Cathleen". His poetry tion in every way.
The members of the faculty who
is recognized as outstanding in the
new school of Irish literature, using attended were: President Clifton D.
native folklore in mystical fashion. Gray, Harry W. Rowe, Dean Hazel
He has made several lecture tours Clark. Professors Grosvenor Robinson. Fred Knapp, Robert A. P. Donin this country.
The lecture will begin at
8 ald, Samuel Harms, Blanche Gilbert.
o'clock.
Continued on Page 3 Ool. o

Faculty Members
At Assn Meeting
Hear Rabby Wise
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THE BATES STUDENT
EDITO* ■ IN . OHIBF
Clive K no vies. '33
(Tel. 1284-M)
1'ul.lialnnj Office Tel. 4100
BUSINESS MANAGER
A. J. Latham, Jr., '33
(Tel. 83364)

MANAGING EDITOR
Thomas W. Musirravp. '34
(Tel. H4I21)

Woman's Editor
Elinor Williams, '33
(Tel. 3206)
Deb.ta Editor
Helan Ashe, '33
(Tel. 3207)
Women's Athletics
Dorothy O'Hara,' '33

General Hews Editor
frank Murray, '34
(Tel. *64-J)
Sport* Editor
Vincenl Betlpftll, '33
(Tel. 4074-M)
Intercollegiate Editor
Mildred Hollywood, '33
Frank Byron, '33
Roger Darby, '33
Amy Irish; '33
Klorenre James, '$$
I.eo Barry, '33
Charles Kichler, "33
Franklin Berkover, 'S3
Clayton Hall, '33
Alice Purington, '33
MANAGING DEPARTMENT
Isidore Arik, '34
Nathan Millmry, '34
Bond Perry, '35
Powers MrLenn, '3H
Kdward Dolnir, '35
Francis Hutchins, "35
Gordon Jones, '35

REPORTORIA1, STATF
Rahlett, '33
Hominy -Stnplea, '33
Kenneth Wood, '83
Eugene Ashlon, '34
Morjorie Behnett. '34
John Hanley, '34
Jack Rner. '34
Ohnrles Whipple, '34
Doris W. McAllister. '34
M.IT-.-.II.'

Albert Oliver, '34
Theodore Reamon, '34
Elizabeth Posdick, '35
Willard Higgins, '85
Margaret Hoxie. '3.1
Dorothy Kimhall. '35
Carl Mllllken, '35
Jean Murray, '35
Robert Kramer, '35
BtJ8IKB8S DBPABTMBNT
Harold E. Smith, '34
Charles Whipple, '34
Charles Povey, '34
Artlmr Amrein, '34
Richard MrAlisler. '35
.lames Oliver, '35

which draws well in Maine, and the college teams would soon
develop a following because of the fine brand of play which would
be exhibited and the thrilling nature of the sport. As for taking men
from other sports, there are nearly two hundred men who participate
in the sport during the winter months on class or dorm teams, and
atlhongh a few would be taken from other sports, the number would
be negligible. There is no logical reason why a college the sire of
Bates can not support basketball, as well as track, winter sports
and hockev. The sport is carried on by hundreds of colleges similar
to Bates, ,and those football men who participate in the sport seem
to have no more difficulty in carrying on their study than they
would if they were playing hockey. The erection of bleachers on
the Gym .floor has been "accomplished before when the High School
Tournament was held there, and it might well be done again in
such a way that there would be little or no injury to the floor. The
argument "that the sport is not a healthy one is without foundation,
when it is properly coached. Excesses in any sport are bound to
have an effect on the athlete's body, ami it Is the duty of the wise
coach ,to supervise and direct the player so that his activity will
benefit and not injure him. There can be no doubt that the coaching
would take care of this danger. Certainly it is less dangerous than
football, hockey, sluing or baseball.
If it were adopted it would serve to develop a :real interest in
the sport among the student body as a whole; would round out the
set-up of intercollegiate sports at this college; and would allow
many students to take part in intercollegiate sport's who now do not.
Therefore, the Student, in behalf of a large group of interested
students wishes to suggest the adoption of basketball as an intercollegiate sport.
Chase Hall

MUSIC
%
BOOK REVIEW Ixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.-:
15 Minutes a Day
By R. STOWELU WARE
GREAT SHORT BIOGRAPHIES OF
THE AUTHOR OF THE •SMOKER"
ANCIENT TIMES
"Oft tftpea at night I Mght my
The Middle Ages and the Renais- pipe..." Stanton Howe Woodman.
sance. A CoHection of Short Bio- '20 the author and composer of this
graphies. Literary Portraits and most popular of Bate- songs, is a
"Memoirs Chosen £rom the Literatures Bates man to the highest degree. He
of the Ancient World. By Barrett H. is the grand-nephew of Uncle Johnny
Clark. 613 pp. New York: Alfred Stanton—in fact he is named after
that quasi-legendary professor. OX
and Charles Boni. $1.00
father and hi.5 elder brother are both
GREAT SHORT BIOGRAPHIES OF Bates alumni, one of the Class of Si
and the other of the Claiw of 13.
MODERN TIMES
While an undergraduate. Woodman
The Seventeenth, Eighteenth and was active in several fields. The
Nineteenth Centuries. By Barrett H. "Mirror" of his year calls lum
literary
prodigy
of
the
Clark. 1404 pp. New York: Alfred "the
Class of 19 20."
He was the
and Charles Boni. $1.00.
president of the Spofford Club durNot only has Mr. dark gathered ing his senior year, and the head of
together great short biographies the Men's Mandolin Club for the
from an artistic and literary point of •same period He was desr-ribed as a
athlete.
diplomatist,
view, but he has gathered bio- "musican,
graphies of great men. In the first humcrist. and originator." As an
volume of this series. Great Short athlete, he was a member of the
Biographic* of Ancient Times, are track squad, and a distinguished
portraits by such men as Plutarch. member of the tennis team.
Since his graduation from Bates.
Boccaccio, Stevenson, Vasari. and
von Ranke, of such figures in history Woodman has been active in journaland art as Alexander the Great, ism. He has been associated with
Dante, Villon, Da Vinci and Pope several periodicals, and is one of the
Sixtus V. There are twenty-one of founders a.nd first proprietors of the
these brief studies in this volume, magazine "Sun-Up."
.Mr. Woodman's two t-ongs. the
all pleasurable ireading land valuable alike to the student of history, "Smoker" and the "Bates Co-ed"
were winners of prizes in the Bateu
literature, or the fine arts.
•Reading the table of contents of song contests of 1931 and 1932.
the second volume of this series, one
is almost apt to stop for a moment SIGMIND SPAETH DEFINES A
PICCOLO
to ask himself who has been left out
Sigmund Spaeth, the well-known
of this roll of honor. Philosopher,
poet, scientist, king—they are all critic, has a genius for apt parodies
here. From Moliere to Ttooreau, from of familiar lines. For im-tance. hi.<
Louis XIV to Otto Von Bismarck, definition of a piccolo: "It's an ill
Spinoza to Shelley: the greatest men wood-wind that nobody blows good!"
of the past three centuries are represented, and Carlyle. Macaulay, and FOR BETTER ORCHESTRATIONS
Stendahl are only a few of the
On comparing the performances of
authors from whose works Mr. ClaTk the Bates band and the Bowdoin
has so admirably chosen.
band, one feels that the comparison
These two books are not only is somewhat invidious to tlie Garnet
valuable source books for history or organization. The .reason is not in
literary student, but are also inter- the slight disparity in size, but in
esting to students in other fields. the superor orchestration of » the
The biographies are grouped accord- Bowdoin group. They are fortunate
ing to the historical period in which in possessing several mellophones;
the subject fits. To read any one of the addition of these instrument* to
the^e groups is to acquaint oneself the Bates band would make it a good
with many of the outstanding think- band indeed. This applies with even
ers of the period as well as with its greater force to the orchestral field.
ideas, problems, creations, successes The most serious trouble in orchestral and band music here is the
and failures.
How often has one wished that total lack of many important instruBoswell had immortalized his great ments, and the great handicap thereIdol in half the space! How often one by placed on the shoulders of the
Enterprising
students
feels nothing less than utter exasper- directors.
ation at Ohe 'multiplicity of insipid could benefit both themselves and
details which clutter up the .majority their college by taking up the study
of such instruments as the oboe,
of biographies of great men!
In the preface, which is common bassoon. French horn or mellophone,
to both volumes. M.r. Clark defines viola, and so on. Tho oboe and
what, he considers to be an ideal bassoon are difficult, as is the horn,
but the mellophone is easily picked
biography.
up in a year: one could "graduate"
The ideal biography is a well
from the wnellophone to the horn
written story of a person's life,
with little trouble.
complete, true, and made by
someone who knew him intiSomeone should Investigate to dismately. It contains everything
cover how it is numerically possible
that serves to throw light upon
for more than one party to bo
his character, his mind, his
"Third."
.mind, his person, his work. It
is written with (passion, affection, imagination, understanding, yet without bias or personal prejudice. . .

The dances which are held nearly every Saturday
evening either in the,Gym or Chase Hall have certain
Dances
regrettable features against which erstwhile reformers have inveighed ever since their inception. It
seems that here at Bates the greater part of the .college group, men
and women, hie themselves of a Saturday evening to the weekly
dance, sans escort. In small groups of fours and sixes the women
Printed by Le MesBager Publishing Company, Lewiston, Maine.
come from their dormitories, and after a bit of waiting about the
affair begins. It is at this point that the .notorious stag line starts,
Our Political When the next issue of the Student comes from lor following the conclusion of the first dance the .women withdraw
the press the presidential campaign will be over to a huddle like a herd of sheep in one corner, and the men gather
Responsibility and either Hoover or Roosevelt will be elected. into a similar group in the opposite corner, there to await the first
In the interim, millions of people will go to the strains of the next number. When the .orchestra starts up there is
polls, there to cast their ballot for the "peoples choice." There will be a mad scramble by the men in an effort to win the .more desirable
many factors which will influence the voting of every individual. of the dancers. If perchance a youth happens to tread on the dainty
Rancotis amplifiers mounted on motor truck's have extolled the shoes of some fair damsel, it is a thing of little consequence, and with
virtues of the party and its candidate to him; he has heard speeches a cursory apology he .usually brushes by those whom he does not
galore over the radio, accompanied by thunderous ovations of long know or whom he considers less desirable in the struggle for his
duration; he has read news and editorial comment in the paper | choice. Meanwhile, there are shattered hopes and faded dreams of
Which consciously or unconsciously ,has effected his feelings on the what college life was to mean among the group who remain behind.
matter; and perhaps he has even seen and heard the party nominee A considerable number of young men and young women remain
speak from the platform. All of the parapbenalia for spreading bally- segregated throughout every dance, the young women looking a bit
hoo will be brought to bear on the "forgotten man" in an attempt to forlorn, and the young men assuming a pose of nonchalance that is
influence his vote in one direction or another, and following this lie quite evidently a pose.
will sink back to become the forgotten man for another four years.
There is ,no need to continue a description of an affair which
College men and women are usually given credit for having is admittedly unfortunate and obviously unfair to the members of the
some modicum Of intelligence. Jf they are entitled to it, then it fair sex who through custom are subjected to the tender mercies
behooves each and every one to carefully and objectively inspect the of the stag line. .There is also every reason to believe that any move
evidence which is being presented for his consideration. It will be- to eliminate the stag line at these social affairs will have the support
come obvious at once that the press, that great American institution of the men antl women. Already a group of twenty four representafor the purveying of the news to the people of the country, in its tives of the student body have gathered together to discuss this
news columns is very subtly but deliberately .influencing public matter, and after much deliberation it has been decided to make an
opinion pro or con, a function which properly belongs to the editori- organized attempt to abolish it.
al columns. It will soon be discovered that the prolonged cheering
At the Chase Hall dance this Saturday evening, therefore, the
at the appearance of one candidate or another lias been stimulated committee is going to request that all present seat themselves
by a system as perfect as any college cheering section could duplicate. between numbers. In order to facilitate the cooperation of recalWhat effect such tactics will have on the .morale of the younger citrant persons, the orchestra leader has been instructed to refrain
voters in their attitude toward government and those in power re- from starting any particular dance until everyone is seated. This
mains to be seen. Certainly it will not be for the best.
should not be construed as an attempt to overrule the sentiment of
We feel inclined at first to agree with the much talked of the group as a whole, ^iut rather ,as an honest effort to better a
article in the Yale Review which urged that since politics were so deplorable situation. The cooperation of every person is necessary
dirty, the college man ought to shun this field. Nevertheless, this in order that this plan may succeed. If the women of the campus are
attitude must not prevail among college nven and women. If it does, really interested in seeing an improvement, they can assure it by
there can be little hope for the political future of the country. The refusing to remain standing in the lobby between the numbers. The
forces which are at work in politics, unless curbed, have withih them men it is hoped will readily recognize the essential unfairness of a
th'e germs which will destroy the American dream of a democratic group habit that forces many freshmen and upperclassmen into an
The obvious impossibility of findBocial life in which every person is to have an equal opportunity awkward situation.
ing anything perfect led Mr. Clark to'
choose the more readable and finely
to realize the possibilities which are inherently his. It is our duty
Let us get together on this thing!
written studies rather than the latest
and our responsibility as the heirs to this golden dream of equality
Governor Roosevelt at Indianapolis. and most exact record. He asks: "FaT
of m'en and women to examine critically what is going on ill the
The Democratic candidate called this better perpetuate the inexactitudes
political arena and to act vigorously so that we may do our part to
•organir.ed- -and ruthless propaganda of Brantome and Janin. Goz.lan> and
insure the growth of a cleaner and more ideal government "of the
of eleventh hour desperation which Boccaccio than the lees readable
danglrs the old ghost of panic before exactitudes of contemporary savants,
people, by the people, and for the people."
since they will all be rejected in a
our eyes'.
few years?" And when we have read
Business at the Corner
Basketball Bates College with its exceptional facilities and equipThese -developments in the basis the books which he has compiled for
ment, its equally fine and unused basketball coaches,
t
factors of economic recovery are set us, we are 6ure to agree.
For Bates and its wealth of promising and proved players is in
In many cases the biographies
forth In "Time" for October 3t.
a position to support basketball as an intercollegiate
1932; 1) return from abroad of used are reprinted for the .first time
$300,000,000. in gold; 2) return of since their appearance, or, as in other
sport. There has been much favorable sentiment expressed by the
By JAMES BALAXO
$250,000,000. In currency from cases, for the first time translated
student gronp as a whole in favor of the adoption of this sport by
Student polls in the majority of domestic hoarding; 3) 20% increase into English. Mr. Clark's many comthe college authorities and the question is receiving serious consider- American colleges have been strong- in bond values; 4) 10% increase in pilations, of which another will be
ation.
•ly Republican. As Bates went, BO manufacturing production: 5) in- reviewed in this column next week,
The University of Maine, and Colby are willing and ready to went Stanford. Dartmouth, Pennsyl- creased ibuttding contracts; 6) a have gained much by the addition of
vania, Yale, Bowdoin and others. In jump in weekly car loading from this work.
t the sport as soon the other Maine colleges evince a similar the
collegiate opinion Roosevelt is a 490,000 to 650,000; 7) 22% inP. R.
st. Bowdoin has not shown much interest in this move officially, poor second having ibeen beaten by crease
in foreign trade? S) improved
gh the large number of teams which are supported there are Thomas in more than one college. agricultural prices; 9)Jibank failures
..onee of the fact that, considerable sentiment would soon develop Bowdoin gave Thomas a large vote have reduced considerably: 10) inwhile the Roosevelt vote was de- creased employment in manufacturm that institution for the adoption of the sport were the other three cidedly
In the minority.
ing business.
colleges of Maine to do so. If Maine, Colby and Bates were to adopt
Whether this conservative trend
As has "been told falsely predicted
the sport this year the success of basketball as an intercollegiate of student opinion can be linked with for three years business is at last
sport would be assured.
seclusion from the active world is' rounding the proverbial 'corner.' The
Robert Ohoate writing trend is definitely up, and in spite of
It has been argued that intercollegiate basketball would not be ain question.
the Boston Herald for last Sun- the coming election Wall street
self-supporting; that it would take men from track, winter sports day says. "Had the student poll been ■believes that the market will graa.nd. hockey; that it would hit the men who are football players taken before the school year start- dually gather speed. Indeed, eminent
hard, since the football season usually loaves them behind in their ed the vote probably would have authority seems to discount the grasp
studies; that the erection of bleachers in the Gym would hurt the been for Roosevelt". This writer of politics upon financial conditions.
gives as reason the family influence
financial editor of the New
By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD
floor; and that the sport is not a healthy one. There is little to make upon the college person. It is very The
York Evening Poet believes, "that a
one .believe that basketball would not be self-supporting. It is a sport easy to disagree with this argument continuation of the current good
There's the senior co-ed who bein view of the facts that the average showing made .by business is not deplenty burned up at a Boston
college ipereon either tries to dictate pendent upon the outcome of the came
College prom when an Insignificant
the political possibilities and beliefs election".
freshman "cut in" while she was
to the family o-r he is uninterested.
dancing with one of the campus big
The trend of the student poll could XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXMO
shots. After she told the young-un
"be said to have arisen from numerwhat she thought of him, he hung
ous sources, such as the conservatism
his head in the mythical frosh
of the American middle class, the colfashion, and Teplied, "I'm sorry,
By WILLIAM HITLER f, I; ATS
legiate sympathy and understanding X
lady, but you see I'm. working my
for Hoover's wishing to vindicate MHsg
way through college and your parthimself, and fear of economic misI!AMSDKl.l, SCIENTIFIC
ner was waving a five-dollar bill at
management
by
inexperienced
Demo)Now all the truth is out.
Arline .Edwards has been elected me. And so was her face real Bates
crate.
Vice President of Ramsdell Scien- football-ish!!!
Electron One Week Off
Be secret and take defeat
tific Society to the the place of MarOne week ifrom yesterday will garet St ebb Ins who transferred to
At John Fletcher College, the
mark the culmination of the bitterly Jackson this fall.
From any brazen throat.
juniors have become so hungry that
fought presidential campaign. Both
A meeting was held Tuesday eve- they have taken to digging up the
sides are predicting victory and ning in Rand Hall under the di- campus beauty spots in an effort to
For how can you compete,
taking last minute cracks at each rection of Marjorie Bootbby '33 and uncover the "untouched cake" buried
other. Hoover sentiment is steadily Dorothy Diggery '33.
Being honour breid, with one
last year by the senior class.
rising although it is a great question
WOMEX'8
GLEE
CLUB
whether the rise will .be fast enough.
Who, were it proved he lies,
Hart Lyman Stebbins. a Yale
Several new members have been
Mark Sullivan claims that the
junior, voices a new criticism of that
admitted
to
the
Glee
club.
The
proHoover forces are now strong enough
Were neither as named in his own
university in his recent article, "Yale
to win. while Democratic chairman grams, this year are being made u.pj a la Thomas Cook and Sun." In this
of
high
grade
songs,
and
memberaj
Farley claims all states except VerNor in his neighbor's eyes ?
criticism he claims that Yale is "not
mont, Connecticut, and Maine. Grow- are taking sm active interest in the) an institution fo higher learning; it
work.
Phyflis
Gilman
is
the
newi
ing
anxiety
in
the
Democratic
ranks
Bred to a harder tiling
is an advertisement on a large scale.
would show that the feeling of pianist.
He deprecates, too, the "tea tables"
victory
is
not
so
complete
as
it
is
SODALITAS LATINA
Than Triumph, turn away
education a student receives there
said to be. After some of the foreAt the last meeting of the Sodali-i and declares "the best thing that
most industrial housesof the coun- tas Latina the program pointed oud Yales does is to "describe" learning,
And like a laughing string
ad ocate(1
PLM
Yt
the reelection of: eight points valuable for classroom- "afford models" of eminent men who
Whereon mad fingers play
in manifpsfniv
manifestoes n™<*eriiir«;
procedure to help a young (Latin) have used the product, and "distrisent to their nationwide branches, j teacher. Florence Ogden '33 led the1 bute samples."
the Democratic National Committee i meeting.
Amidl a plalee of stonie,
was not slow In exhorting the nations
The members this year are: FloMount Holyoke has devised a new
Be secret and exult,
workers not to "be coerced into voting'rence Ogden, Pree.; Alice Puring-i way to sock Old Man Depression in
tne opinions of the employers. Public! ton. '33 Vfce Pres.; Phyllis GilmanJ the eye. Two of the smaller dorms
Because of all things known
~t~'manSs V>.„Ieadere of 8Uch coni-1'33 SeoTreas.; Alice Chandler, '33; will be run on a cooperative basis,
S™? Ford Motor Company, Penn-i Eva Sonstroem, '33, iBetty McGrath; with the girls doing all of the work
That is most difficult.
rw2 • u S- RJ" AcmeCash Stores, '33, Mildred Carrier, '33, Marguerite except the cooking and in turn reuoodnch. Goodyear and Firestone j Morong, Vincent Kerby, '33, and!. ceiving a reduction of $200 from
ure companies, were made by I Francis Flynn, '33.
j their tuition and board.
Ten Cents,
Subscription. $^.50 per year in advance.
Sinfile Oouie
binesa Manager
Written Notice of change of address should be in the hands of the BsniJ
one week before tho issue In which the chance is to occur.
The Editor is responsible for the edilorial column and the general policy of the
paper, and tho Managing Editor of all the articles in the News OoluokM.
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association.
Published Wednesdays during the College Tear by Students of Hater College.
Bntcred as second class matter of the post office it Lewiston, Maine.
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.MAGAZINESWH.rr NORMAN THOMAS RE Alls
A letter by himself ill Hie Saturday
Review
He rejoices that Stuart Chase and
Others liave <-;et a new style in intelligible and even delightful English
in the discussion of current political,
looomie
Mad
social
problems.
"However, when I read for pleasure",
he adds, "1 tod myself hopelessly
,:.i fashioned."
Thomas describes hie boyhood
i lading '•"• queorly assorted and
"added to this stock," he continues,
•Tar loss in college than I should
where I illustrated how easy it is
i.i stand nign without getting a real
education."
PAUli PRY AND PRIVACY
Ity Mitchell Duwson, Atlantic
Monthly, October I'.WZ.
Thits writer protests the exploitation of personal trae»dy, partly by
>. wi papers, for the purposes of
circulation and suggests as a solution to the problem a reasonable rosbrainl voluntarily imposed.
SPECl I.ATION—
WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT
By William '/■■ Ri|>h\v, Scribners,

October i»:s^.

"Insiders," the officers and directors of iompani.:s who take advantage of private positions to play
the market—these constitute a real
scandal of Wall Street. Ripley makes
a proposal to minimize evils.
TAMMANY HALI.
By Hir.iv I'. PriiiKle, Atlantic
Monthly, October IMS.
An elucidation and startling exnosure of the avarice of Tammany
Ball, which :.- still doing "moderately
well" despite vanishing dream of the
X-, w Economic Era.
NORMAN THOMAS,
SOCIAL CRUSADER
By Claude Moore Fuess, Current
History, October l!«2.
As the outstanding spokesman for
only significant third party in
:onintry, the Socialist candidate
President has become a national
figure. Mr. Fuees discusses his life.
philosophy, and participation in
American radical movement.
T. W. M.
>
:o:
Ottawa Univ. has been hit by the
Turtle-neck craze. The sweater is
descrHx 1 thmjly—"'he garment
that .
over for water marks.
whether they be high or low. Without too close .in examination they
look like a five-gallon jug having no
bottom, but a neck which looks as
though it had been struck and caused
to partly fold ftp in the manner of an
accordion. No doubt that is where
they gel their name, from the fact
that the neck look.; like a turtle's
which had the neck removed just as
!i turMe started to close shop for
the night".

MRCOUEdTf
NEW5

To a friend whose work
has come to nothing

I
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GRANGER IS AMERICA'S

PIPE TOBACCO
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OF CAMPUS MEN VOTING
FAVOR VARSITY BASKETBALL
Faculty Decision Tomorrow
The four men's dormitories, canj bv unannounced Student re"s!lrs 'Monday
evening on
the
p
kei'ball question, reported 97.3%
M5
favor of the immediate adoption
'" "rsiiy or freshman
basketball
0
Bates Hi
of 145 men
in the
Jonn'itorles during the evening signd
jT petition to that effect.
Only Kour Refuse To Sign
of the four men who refused to
the petition, one is a hockey
", .(.t who sees in the adoption of
Skethall
the
downfall
of
his
Zrf the other three reported they
Jid not "'re for the sport. The pewill be presented by the StutitlOD
l to the Faculty Committee on
itMetifs when it meets to discuss
fhe basketball proposition.
jn opposition to the one hockey

LE
jyfESSAGER
publishing Co
Job Printers
Publishers

man who refused to sign the petition four other, regulars
on lasl
year s ice sextet placed their names
on the paper.
Committee Decision Tomorrow
The faculty committee on athletics will have reached a decision on
basketball by tomorrow, if they approve the adoption of the sport, it
is then up to the Athletic Council to
decide how much money
is to be
appropriated.

Chapel Speaker
Continued from Pa-ge one
Congregational Churches, spoke also
of a Chinese youth, whom she knew,
to whom the responsibility of education was a great and solemn duty.
These two examples went to show,
she explained, just
how seriously
the Chinese take the boon of education. She spoke of group meetings
of Chinese students which she had
attended, where
she had observed
how impressive had been their gravtiy in
assuming the
privilege of
furthering the progress of society.
Ma Black, who had learned
to
see the world as a place of service
due to the kindness shown her by a
friendly doctor;
and
the
youth,
who, together with his fellow-students,
co-operated
in
"lowering
down the standard of living" for th-i
scholar, in order that more might
achieve education,
were
cases in
point, she concluded, to impress upon the American college student the
inestimable privilege
and weighty
responsibility
that
his
education
should bestow upon him.
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CHRISTMAS Greeting
Personal and Assorted

Cards

BATES OFF FO$ JJEW ENGLANDS

Bates-Bowdoin
Continued from Page One
First Quarter
Bowdoin won the'toss, and choee
to .receive. Stone's kick-off went to
Burdell six yards from the Bowdoin
goal
line,
where
the
Bowdoin
quarter started on
a jaunt
which
landed him on his 22 yard line. Two
tries at the line,
and
Richardson
punted to Gay
on Bates' 38.
Gay
took the (ball 9 yards before
being
downed.
Pricher gained tour
offtackle, and then nine through the
same place, 'but Batee fumbled on
the next play and Bowdoin had the
ball in midfield. There followed an
exchange of
punts the rest of the
quarter.
Second Period
The 6econd quarter opened with
the ball in Bowdoin's possession in
Bates territory. .Richardson attempted a pass which "Knowles intercepted
on his own
28 yard line and
ran
back six yards. Pricher gained five
on a line 'buck, but failed to repeat.
Another try-and Bates resumed the
punting game. Bowdoin could do no
better
except
that Hubbard
did
manage to get a first down with a
13 yard run around the end. Knowles
spoiled the next play 'by crashing
through with defensive skill
that
netted Bowdoin a loss, and punting
had to be the salvation of the Polar
Bear again.
After a second exchange of punts.
Bates had the ball on the Bowdoin
35 yard line when King
executed
that short forward to Valicenti for
a first down. Knowles and Wilmat
made slight gains and
King tried
another pass, to 'Dobrovolsky.
who
dropped
the
ball, spoiling
what
ought to have been a scoring threat.
Bowdoin took the iball on its own 20
but could do nothing.
Richardson
punted after two tries at ground
gaining, and King tried a third pass.
Second Half
After the intermission between the
halves. Stone kicked off again,
to
Burdell within the shadow of
the
Polar Bear's goal, and Burdell ran
it baok 18 yards. Richardson punted
after two tries at the line. Taylor's
off-side spoiled a 15 yard gain by
Pricher;
Pricher,
undaunted,
repeated and made up the ground lost
by the penalty but punted
on the
play after
that.
Followed
a few
thrills including
Pricher'6 feat of,

Capt. Jellison heads the men who
qualified In the ttan'e"'trials Monday
afternoon
for
the
New England
cross-country championship
to
be
held" Monday in Boston.
Other men making the trip it was
announced this morning are Butler.
Olds, Raymond, Winston, Carpenter,
and Semetauskis.
Manager Ho.lman
will also make the trip.
IXTEK-CLAS5 MEET FRIDAY
poach Thompson'announced last
night'tnat he would hold an interclass crose-coiurtry meet Friday. The
•senior team will consist of Adams,
Olympic runner, JelHspn, 6part captain, Lary, and Hall. The other 'members of the "varsity squad will
also
be on their class teams.
crashing through the Bowdoin line
to nail
Hubbard on his
own five
yard line for a five yard loss.
Hubbard startled the Bates stands
by clearing his end shortly afterwards and gaining
40 yards,
the
day's
feature run.
The
Bowdoin
interference
functioned
'perfectly
and took out Bates man after 'Bates
man, except Valicenti, who refused
to be put out of the way and tackled
Hubbard. Pricher helped
out
by
catching up from behind as Hubbard reached Valicenti, and helping
pushing him down.
Hubbard featured
again
during
this period by throwing a nice 15
yard pass to Davis, but the rest of
the period and the entire duration
of the fourth quarter was nothing
but a punting duel.
The summary:
BATES
BOWDOIN
Hill, Swett, Dobravolsky re
le Davis
Stone, Gorham rt
It Dow
Fuller Tg
lg Ackerraan, Nason
demons c
c Milliken
Taylor lg
rg Taylor
Berry it
rt McKenney
Murphy, Kramer. Mendall le
re Kent
Gay, Valicenti ql>
qb Burdell
McCarthy, King rhb
lhb Backanowsky
Pricher. Wilmot lhb
rhb Hubbard
Knowles. Moynihan fb
fb Richardson
Referee, Swaffield, Brown. Umpire,
Sherlock. Harvard.
Linesman. Dorman. Columbia. Field Judge Rogers,
Wcsleyan. Time of periods 15 min.

PAGE THREE

SENIOR GIRLS GIVE FASHION
Morey Renews
SHOW AT WOMETTS NIGHT

Continued from Page One
Coach Morey. in hit; speech, which
was the feature of the program, expr< seed his jin< ere pi aoure at the
pre,-pert of adding three more \v;i e
ol happy associations with the Bates
fa 'Ulty, undergraduates
and teams
to tb thr
years Jus! ended, which
Over 250 women, more than halt tlc and Margaret Fuller. ■
The
The last stunt was given by the he had so thoroughly enjoyed.
o£ whom were visiting alumnae and
Coach talked tor a short time,
on
guests, attended the annual
Wo- Juniors .directed by Miriam Whet !
Issues, which he knew to bo of
men's Back-to-Batcs Nigh I festivi- er. This was called a "Shakesperian tb
taking part
wore:
ties held at Chase Hall, Friday i • :.- Hash". Those
Arlene Skillius. Nan Wells, Dorothy
ing at 8 o'clock.
airs. Sawyer,
a member
of the Barton, Rutb Rounds, Dorothy Mcalumnae committee, gave the wel- Allister, and Bette Saunders.
Mrs. Sawyer then introduced the
coming speech .and Introduced LuGertrude
cienno Blanchard
"■> i who led tin-speaker of the evening.
gathering in singing
Bates sons-'. Lombard McGinley '23. To conclude
the
evening's
entertainment
reMrs. Ross was the accompanist.
freshments, Including eider, apples
Fashions old And New
and doughnuts were served.
The first stunt of the i vei
fashion show of old and new stylos.
was given by the Seniors with Ronnie Melcher in charge. Those taking part were:
Virginia Moulton,
Helen Ashe, Thelma Ktttredge, LuContinued from Page One
cille Jack. Norma Hinds,
Deborah

Over 250 Women. Including Alumnae And Guests
Attend Festivities In Chase Hall

Faculty Hear

Thompson,
Dagmar
Augustinus,
Martha
Harris.
Leo Lord.
Fran
Brackett. Mavis Curtis, Marguerite
Morons, Marjorie Ooodbout,
Ruth
Beuham, Marjorie Boothby,
Charlotte Cutts, Dorothy Penny,
P
Liuleiield, Beatrice Neilsen,
Florence James,
Betty McGrath,
bara Stuart.
The Sopiimores, under the direction of Jo Springer a <i Grace Gearing, sang popular songs and Bates
songs. Including one written by Mrs.
Crafts and Mrs. Rowe.
Irma Raymond played and the following girls
sang: Charlotte Harmon,
Fn
Bckhardt, Rosamond Shattuck, Ruth
Frye,
Betty Uurell.
lo Sprln
r,
Eleanor Goodwin, and Elena Cantlin.
Freshmen *kii Clever
Toby Zahn's fresh mi n
put on a
very
clever
skit
entitled
"The
Eclipse" in which the following
part: Jerry
Wison.
Dot
Staples,
Lenore Murphy.
Eleanor
\WiV-.
Flora Mel.i an. Consti
one.
Dot Preston. Eleanor Glover, Ruth
Coan. Margel Hoffman, Ruth Dl
Ruth Webher.
Katlierine
'IV
Peg Hulbert, Louise Geer, Barbara
Van Zandt, Harriet Van Stone, Alice
Wiggins
.Mary
Abramson,
Rtath
Rowe. Iris Provost, Eleanor Doolit-

Fred ('. Ma bee .Robert Berkelman,
}.■ na Walmsley, Rayborn Zerby, and
Erich I.allouvie.
Three
of the faculty
members.
Dean Clark and Professors Berk
man and Knapp. were chairmen of
departmental groups, and responsible for speakers and discussions.
The outstanding address of the
convention
was
given
by Rabbi
Stephen 8, Wise, on "The Task of
the Teacher in an American Demonary". His address centered around
the idea that the teacher should dep the ability to think clearly In
uidents.
Rabbi Wise also mentioned
the
teacher's opportunity
to help the
foreigner. He said that the teacher
Should be very considerate of the
foreign students' customs, problems,
and background.
The Hates alumni banquet
was
Held
in
the
Methodist
church
Thursday evening. There were over
125 in attendance, the largest number of alumni ever to meet for this
event in Bangor.
Pres. Gray
and
Dean
Clark
wore
the
principal
spi akers.
The convention will
meet next
year in Lewiston.

Randolph A. AViatlieil.ee '32
prime
Interest
to
his
audience.
Pausing, now ami then, to tell some
witty anecdote Including a good one
on Back Spinki<.
Morey challenged
the criffcs
of bis plan of
praying
large alleges, adding that he had
Less injuries in the Dartmouth game
in 1980-, the Harvard game las4 year
and the Yale same this season than
in most small college engagements.
T:I
Coach said
that although
he

GORDON JONES

225 LISBON STREET

6 WEST PARKER

T. J. Murphy
Fur Company

C^ross -Olendinq :

Est. 1873
Lewiston,

Allan .1. Kenny '16

Maine

Here in all the line clothes you may lind,
In the suits and rich furs of all kinds,
The price is quite rifjht
And these words aren't mere trite
For MURPHY'S the Ihest of its kind.

Plan To See Our

EXHIBIT
At Rand, Friday
Nov. 4th

an

SUEDE and LEATHER
JACKETS from $6-75
Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
Main Street
YEAR BOOKS

SCHOOL PAPERS

#

PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS
PROGRAMS

95-99 MAIN STREET. AUBURN. MAINE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

GOOGIN

Harry L. Hummer

FUEL CO.

! COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801
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I U4 Bites Street
LEWISTON
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I "OS!

COMPLBTE

1800
67 Mm Stteet
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TO-TO-DATE

Lugg»ge Store BMt of Boston

PORTRAIT—Commercial and
Finishing Photography
New Studio
At 135 Main St.,
Lewiston, - Maine.

Fogg's Leather Store
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might explain it tnis
"Let's say you're painting clouds.

They blend and cross-blend these

You've got your primary colors here

tobaccos until they get the special

on the palette. But you haven't the

tone they want—in other words, the

clouds until you blend certain colors

Chesterfield flavor.

•

•

"And just as each color you use

into, the special tone you want.
'This is very much what happens

acts on the others to change and

in making a good cigarette. And I

enrich them, so each Chesterfield to-

gather that what Chesterfield means

bacco partakes of the fine qualities

by Cross-Blending is what an artist

of every other.

docs with colors.

9

Their Domestic

"You 'weld' different kinds to get

and Turkish tobaccos — many varie-

a better kind.

ties of each—are the primary colors.

ing!"

That's Cross-Blend-

GROUND FLOOB

LBWISTOH, MAIHB.

BILL

TAXI
40 4 0

spent ten months of every year in
anticipation of the two short months
of football in tlu' tail,
this Beoeon
lii I seemed a long one to him, because Ol tli la. t that the Yah' game
bod brought
the achedoJe
to an
early climax Morey went on to say
that, in .spite of this fact, he- still
considered
the
meeting
of
big
teams
war;
most
profitable
and
stimulating experience to the hoys.
and that much more was to be gained from this experience than wan
possible in playing the so caHed setups, which invariably
resulted
In
more Injuries that did the big gam
in reference to the Maine game, the
Coach said that it was satisfaction
enough for him.
when an
ardent
alumnus, who
had
witnessed
the
game can grot nlati d him
upon
the
line, clean type of football exhibited
by the Bate a team.
Buck Spink.s i-nok
B lew words
about freshman football, saying thai
the Freshman team of this year was
the var.-ity material of Che next three
seasons and. Judging from the spirit,
which the Prosh
have shown
thus
far. the vacancies will be well taken
care of.
Prof. Brooks Qnimby enterta"
the an
.:i his inimitable style,
ng accounts which appeared In
the Stn I nt. of the first official footIncluding Coa» b Cutts W( ■ on the
platform, while others unable to attend telegraphed their regrets and
encouraged the team to give
:
best in Saturday's game.
Rand We.,-li, ■ j,.-. ',32, representing; the very recent graduate) gave
an entertaining talk which did its
bit to pep up the program.
Harry W. Rowe, acting as master
of ■■: •,-. monies, kept things moving in
lively Fashion. General singing led by
Prof. Crafts; a xylophone solo by Bd
Small "M; and cheers led by b
hi ;■ ii id, r John Sti vi as ':::{ addi d
zest to the entertainment, while the
hand under the direction of Fred
Donald '?,:', was an indispensable part
of the program.
The grad tote committee in charge
was composed
of Oexter Kneeland
'IS. George Osgood
'27 and Elmer
Campbell '27, with an aiding undergraduate committee of Arnold Adams
'33, John Lary
'33
and
Harold
Millet '34.

Wilmot, Gerke Speak At
Heeiers' Club Meeting
At the meeting
of the Heeler's
Club last Monday evening,
Edward
Wilmot '33 spoke about
the business manager's work in play production and of his specific
duties as
manager of the 4A Players. Walter
Gerke. who is the 4A stage manager,
outlined his position. He described
some
of the
problem
of a stage
manager, showing different
phases
of the work.
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By DOROTHY E. O'HARA
It.lKKKTK.ALTi MOVTCMEXT
MEETS WITH V.AKIK1) COMMENT
Shortly after this news sheet leaves the press and goes into circulation, five Hates professors, members of the faculty committee on athletics—
Professors Cutts. Itamsdell, Pomeroy. Gould, and Mr. Ross—will meet and
decide for the present what the fate of basketball at Bates is to be.
It i-; expected that the Student Sports department, as sponsor of this
movement will be aided in the (presentation of the case for basketball by
Ooachec Moroy and Spinks, and some representative students who favor
the sport's adoption.
Whether or not these gentlemen on the committee decide for or
against basketball, we are unable to predict at present. One of them we
know i- decidedly opposed for reasons he will not state, for publication.
Another is In favor of a limited schedule. The others will no doubt make
up tht-ir minds on the matter this afternoon.
SPINKS SUGGESTS
IKKSH.M.1N TK.AM THIS YKAR
Though the Student favors immediate participation in intercollegiate
basketball, it recognizes the advisability of Buck Spinks opinion as outlined two days ago. Spinks favors a freshman basketball schedule this
year to develop the men slowly, sound out the success of the sport
financially, and work toward varsity basketball next winter.
Not only would the adoption of this plan, being less radical, be apt
to make a better hit with the committee, but it sounds right to go into
carefully, and make sure of the sport's ultimate success by analyzing
every step with care.
Bates li.is an excellent basketball coach in Buck Spinks. He has made
a hit with his Physical Education basketball pupils; he knows the game
and how to teach it. So does Coach Morey. The Students want a winter
port Which will be to them what football is in the fall. Basketball is the
thing.
rOI'KT GAME AVOI'Ll) NOT
INTERFERE WITH HOCKEY ACTIVITY
Contrary to reports which we hear around the campus, which we are j
told originates with members of the class usually referred to as "the|
powers that be", the adoption of basketball will not mean the end of
hockey.
•
Basketball, Coach Morey tells us, paid at Middlobury. where he
coached the sport. It was a money making proposition. The high schools
of Maine have basketball and their athletic associations are not exactly
bankrupt as yet. With a league consisting of three or four Maine colleges,
and the University of New Hampshire, fa^t ball could be secured without incuirinir the expense of long trips south. Maine and Colby will start
basketball if Bates does, and Bowdoin we suspect would not be long In
taking the same step. New Hampshire has It. Would the sport budget be
diminished in favor of basketball?
ADVERTISING VALUES
OP SPORT SO EAR UNNOTICED

I

Conference at. Rangor
It poured at the conference in
Bangor so that the Bates delegates
couldn't demonstrate track. Instead,
games were substituted—badminton,
deck tennis, sidewalk tennis, and
tetherball.
These were demonstrated before a group of teachers that
were interested in Athletics for
Girls.
Univ. of Maine demonstated the
new rules in basketball.
Dorothy Small, gave a report at a
meeting on the Play Day she is giving for grammar school girls, in
winter sports. She is also considering a Play Day for high school girls.
Her first experience with a Play Daywas at Bates, for 6he had charge of
the first Play Day. here. She is now
teaching at Bridgton Academy.
Play Off Tennis Tiiornaiiient!
All girls playing in the Tennis
Tournament are urged to play off as
soon as possible. The tournament is
progressing very slowly, the first
round being way behind time. If the
tournament isn't finished on time, it
will be a failure.
The courts are free every day except
Monday—2:30-5:15
Tuesday—3:30-5:15
Wednesday—2:30-4 : 30
Thursday—3:30-5:15
Every other hour is available.
Garnet anil Black Games This Week
The Garnet and Black games started this week. Two gaimes out of
three must be won by a team from
each class. The games, of course, are
In Hockey. The first game is played
this week in the W. A. A. period
while the other games are played
during the regular
Physical
Ed.
period. Those not eligible to play
may either hike or watch games.
Following the play off, there will
be the big Garnet and Black game.
Nov. 11, Friday Morning.
In the Tennis Tournament, the
winner will contribute to the Garnet
and Black points.
Freshman Garnet and Black List
Posted
The Freshman Garnet and Black
list is posted on the bulletin boards.
This only a temporary assignment
until the Gym meet in the Spring.
Only girls taking an activity for
W.A.A. may play in the Garnet and
Black games.
Next Season Starts Xov. 14
The next season starts on Nov. 14.
Basi ball. Volleyball, and games are
the activities to be selected. Games
include paddle tennis, badminton,
ping-pong, quoits,
hatball,
dodge
ball. etc.
Girls should be ready to make a
choice at the end of this week.
OO-EdS Favor Varsity Basketball
Altho no canvas has been taken
of the co-eds' opinion on basketball,
general gossip here and ther tell us
thai they favor Varsity Basketball
for men.

The committee on atheltiiv should realize that basketball is. as football, an attraction to prospective students. Everybody does not conre to
college, sad to say, perhaps, for the benefits derived from dissecting
Virgil's Aeneid. whether or not the modern purposes of the American
college are as they should be, we shall not undertake to say. Books have
In n written on the subject for the benefit of those who are interested in
the subject, but we know the facts, and believe the administration of the
college as well as the athletic authorities realize that sports attract desirable students to the institution.
In Maine, high school basketball is a recognized thing. The college
seee that to the extent that it supports a well-advertised scholastic tourney
■ . v winter. Buck Spinks, who refereed last year's games, was hallyhooed
as the "Bates basketball coach".... who coached required physical training classes and had no varsity team.
We believe thoroughly that the adoption of basketball would help
put the college across in the state of Maine and outside. Hockey attracts
some students here.
There is no doubt as to football's drawing power. Baseball, possibly a
detune) sport as far as the collegiate brand does, still has its adherents
among the alumni and is responsible for some people picking Hates as
their l'utare alma mater. But neither hockey nor baseball can ever hope
"The world is passing through
to a! lain the popularity in Maine high schools that basketball possesses.
Why not realize this and try the sport a few yeans. There is nothing to deep waters." Rev. Dr. Minot Simons.
pri vi in dropping the idea later if it should prove financial upset, contrary
ol our belief. The publicity which try» Student's move has secured in the
daily press of the state has already put the college's name before the sport
youth, with favorable comment. We hope the committee sees the argument and decides in favor of the sport.

Score Comes In Second Period—Game Otherwise Close And Indecisive—Spinks
Pleased With Work Of Team
An inspired Bucksport Seminary
eleven battled on even terms with
the Bates College Freshmen last
Friday, and when its one opportunity
materialized .pressed its advantage
to obtain a touchdown which sipelled
victory for the prep-school lads.
The score came as a direct result
of one dazzling play in the second
period. Curtin, Bates half-back, attempted to pass on the Seminary 25yard line, but his effort was frustrated by Bliss, an opposing tackle, who
blocked the throw. Nor did the action
cease here, for Hare, a teammate,
gathered the ball in his arms before
it touched the ground, and raced for|
the Bates goal line. Conrad, after a'
hard sprint to overcome a large lead,,
brought down the fast traveling,
guard with a beautiful tackle on the1
three-yard line. From this point the.
Bucksport huskies pushed the leather
across to earn the winning six-point;
margin. Stagliano missed the point j
after touchdown by inches.
But for this one occasion, in which
the breaks played a major role, the
game was close and indecisive. The
yearlings, greatly handicaped by lack
of preparation and a limited choice
of plays, did very well according to
their mentor, Coach Spinks. He was

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

especially -pleased with the showing
of Conrad, flashy halfback. Nicholson, fullback, Merrill, tackle, and
Wellman also a tackle. Pignone did
well at quarter.
BUCKSPORT
FRESHMEN
Frigard, Ie
re. Clark, Pendleton
Aldrich, Fencer, It
rt. Merrill. Gauthier
Hare lg
rg. iDaffin, Brewster
Celeste, c
c. Grannan, Stoddard
Sparkes, Soper, rg
lg, Sherman, Howe
Bliss. Crosby, rt
It, Wellman, Swift
Cassidy. Bryan, re
le. Bianarcki. Drobosky
Tobey, Insani, qb
qb, Pignone
Howard, Lazzaro, lh<b
rhb. Conrad. Anthony, Caznn
Capoli, Johnson, Thb
lhb, Curtin, Par fit
Stagliano. fb
fb, Nicholson, Gallagher

This is not an
Expensive
Store.
It may Look it
and our Goods
may Look it.
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Extra Pants
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MARTINEAU'S
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IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.

THE INDIAN RAID

Prescriptions Have Bight Of Way

JflC
SOPHOMORES AGAIX
CONSTITUTE BATES LIXE-UP

»

Speaking of sophomores, the Bates line-up Saturday consisted of
plenty of them. Kramer and Hill were at the ends at one time; stone at
tackle; Taylor and Fuller were guards at the same time; Valicenti played
quarter, and Pricher one of the halves.
In uniform at the same time were Lenzi, Undholm, Dillon. Anicetti
all of whom may be depended upon to see action next year. Gilman,
another sophomre already with the title of star in his pocket, was in the
infirmary at the time.
Gilman. by the way. was reported to be out with what might have
been appendicitis. It turned out to be indigestion, instead. A correspondent
said it was an attack of "two much peanuts, or else the Bates Commons".
i:\PEBTDEXIESHE '
IS GUILTY OF LOGIC ERROR
O. Ray Thompson, officially recognized by the Student's ©ports
writers as the paper's football expert, denies emphatically he is the man
who was guilty of predicting the two contradicting football outcomesthat Maine would beat Colby; that the state series would end in a tie
If Colby had beaten Maine, a tie would have been possible, but not otherwise. The expert has the apology, already, of the scribe who got things
mixed up. What the coach meant was that had Colby defeated Maine,
a thing which he knew could not happen on the Maine field, the series
would have ended in a tie.
Coach Thompson's prediction still stands for the Maine-Bowdoin
game. Bowdoin will get three first downs, two in the first period and one
in the final few minutes. Watch for it.

i

MORE SPORTS:—Ray Buker. famous Bates track star, now missionary
in the East, was in the stands when Bates played Bowdoin Saturday. . . .
A controversy has arisen within the department regarding the advisability
of using five dots or four dots between sentences in this section of the
weekly sports column
The telegraph people in the press box Saturday
could not read the Boston Transcript reporter's hand writing, with the
result that a messenger boy was dispatched to the Student's office for the
old dependable Royal rebuilt which spectators reporter later they could
hear all over the field better than Ollie Cutts' latest innovation: the
amplifier system
A gentleman of the press reports he will bring his
birth certificate the next time he tries to get a pres pass into Garcelon
field
Portraits of famous football players: he entered the Student's
office with his broken white gold-rimmed glasses in his hands, his hair
■uncombed, a worried look jr. his eyes; he denied he was married: he also
denied he had bathed in Ma Roberts tomato bisque at the commons;
he admitted, however, he is a socialist and never knows from one week
to the other whether or not he will play fullback or center, when he reads
the newspaper accounts of Bates' football doings; he wonders whether
football players can write editorials
a girl who saw the Bates-Bowdoin
game says the trouble with the Bates (boys is they don't have a sense of
humor. . ..
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J. W. White Co.
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FOUNTAIN PENS
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LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
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LEATHER HANDBAGS
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
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CLOCKS
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Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

ROIVDOIX SPILLS PREDICTIONS
AM) HOLDS KATES TO SCORELESS TIE
Insetting our predictions, (and those of the famous C. R. Thompson, football expert of the Bates Student) Bowdoin came to Lewiston with
a line and held so well that the Morey men could not score. Result: so
long, state series hopes!
The Polar Bear, not at all the same animal that allowed itself to be
kicked all over Waterville the week before by the un-press-agented Colby
White Mule, could do nothing offensively except for one beautiful pass,
ami one elegant run by Hubbard. but Bates waited too long for the
breaks, and there weren't any.
I'rieher. consistent ground gainer for the Garnet, continued his
activities, and it seemed good to see. Brud King, though not in condition,
playing again for the Bobcats. Chick Valicenti can be thanked for holding Bowdoin to no score when he tackled Hubbard after that gentleman
had traveled 40 yards from his own 20 yard marker to Bates' 40. We
still think the quarterback problem, much talked about this year because
of Pete Valicenti's graduation, and then McCluskey's injury, will be ono
of the least anxious features of next year's Garnet eleven. Gay and Valicenti are doing well for two sophomores.
,

*

"Nature in the Raw"—as portrayed by the celebrated artist, Fred
Madan . . . inspired by thai wild,
bloody scramble of covered wagons
in the Colorado Gold Rush (185S),
as described in the National Geographic Magazine. "Nature in the
Raw is Seldom Mild"—and raw tobaccos have no place in cigarettes.

No raw tobaccos in Luckies
—that's why they're so mild
VVTE buy the finest, the
▼▼ very finest tobaccos
in all the world—but that
does not explain why folks
everywhere regard Lucky
Strike as the mildest cigarette. The fact is, we never
overlook the truth that
"Nature in the Raw is
Seldom Mild"—so these
fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are
then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying process, described by
the words—"It's toasted".
That's why folks in every
city, town and hamlet say
that Luckies are such mild
cigarettes.

"Its toasted"
That package of mild Luckies

